We present a new cellular data processing scheme, a hybrid of existing cellular automata (CA) and gate array architectures, which is optimized for realization at the quantum scale. For conventional computing, the CA-like external clocking avoids the time-scale problems associated with ground-state relaxation schemes. For quantum computing, the architecture constitutes a novel paradigm whereby the algorithm is embedded in spatial, as opposed to temporal, structure. The architecture can be exploited to produce highly efficient algorithms: for example, a list of length N can be searched in time of order 3 √ N .
There has been much recent interest in the topic of information processing [1] at the nanometer scale where quantum mechanical effects can play an important role [2] . Theoretical design schemes have been reported for the regimes of conventional, classical computation [3] [4] [5] [6] and, more recently, quantum computation utilizing wavefunction coherence across the entire structure [7] . Many of these designs have in common the feature that they are formed from many simple units which interact only locally. In this respect they are reminiscent of the mathematical objects called cellular automata (CA's), regular arrays of locally interacting cellular units driven by global update rules [8] . It is known that when such structures are defined in suitable terms, they can in principle perform both conventional [8] and quantum computing [9] . However, only for the simple case of a one-dimensional CA [9] is it understood how best to implement computation in a real physical system formed of directly interacting, globally driven cellular units.
Here we exploit existing ideas of cellular automata and conventional gate-arrays to form a new cellular scheme which is optimized to function under real physical conditions. Such conditions may include long-range cell-cell interactions (eg. Coulombic) , cells possessing only two stable states, and the inability of a cell to distinguish its neighbors. In operation the scheme would offer significant advantages over other nanocomputing proposals. For nanometer-scale conventional computing, the use of externally applied updates implies that the device is driven through a definite set of internal states on a well-defined time-scale.
By contrast, the most popular comparable scheme [3, 10] relies on thermal relaxation to the ground-state of the system; hence at any non-zero temperature there is the danger that the system's evolution may reverse or become stuck in a computationally meaningless metastable state [11, 12] . Furthermore we could choose cells whose internal states are well separated in energy, thereby making room temperature operation feasible. For quantum computing, our scheme offers advantages over implementations such as the ion trap [7] or the simple onedimensional CA [9] because it allows many gate operations to be performed simultaneously (and at points irregularly distributed over the structure). Also for both conventional and quantum computation our architecture can process a series of many independent inputs simultaneously; this is 'pipe-lining' taken to its ultimate limit. These advantages can be exploited to produce, for example, an enhanced quantum searching algorithm [13] .
We first define the network architecture. This architecture has a number of possible physical realizations [14] ; later we give two examples. The network consists of many individual simple units called 'cells'. Each cell has two distinct internal states, say '0' and '1', in the energy range of interest. The state of a cell can be changed, conditional on the cell's current state and the states of its neighboring cells. It is not necessary (or desirable) to address one cell at a time; instead the entire structure is subject to a conditional update 'rule' during which those cells that meet the condition will change their state. The cells in the network are only required to be sensitive to the states of their nearest neighbors: we will take the term 'neighbors' to mean 'nearest neighbors'. Neighboring cells will never simultaneously meet an update condition. Cells are not required to be able to distinguish one neighbor from another. This is a very advantageous feature because many fabrication techniques would naturally produce equally spaced units, and moreover the requirement of distinguishability would severely restrict the suitable forms of physical interaction (see later). We employ a number of different 'types' of cell, where 'type' denotes a subset of cells which have the same energy separation between '0' and '1'. With a greater number of types, functions can be realized by more compact networks. Conversely, using more elaborate networks allows certain functions to be performed with only a single cell type [14] . Here we present networks that represent a good trade-off between the number of cell types and the network's complexity.
A Java Applet is available [15] for verifying the properties of our networks and for designing new networks.
We first implement the elementary functions transportation of data, fanning-out (i.e. copying) of data, and the logical operations XOR and NOR; this complete set of components [1] suffices to produce the cellular equivalent of any conventional computational circuit. The following master sequence of updates suffices to drive data through any and all of the networks in Fig. 1 :
Here brackets indicate a sub-sequence of updates which can be performed in any order, or simultaneously. Since this sequence will drive any network formed from the components of Fig. 1 , it is straightforward to implement any function for which a conventional gate array is known. were determined by a local electrostatic gate) then the structure could be programmed for different algorithms. Furthermore, such programmability would allow a newly fabricated device to be configured to test the integrity of the cells -defective cells could then be routed around. Defect tolerance may be a fundamental requirement for a successful nanocomputing scheme [16] .
The networks shown in Fig. 1 each contain three independent sets of bits (e.g. {z 1 }, {x 2 ,y 2 }, {x 3 ,y 3 } in Fig. 1(d) ); a network formed from these components with a total 'depth' of N cells can simultaneously process 1 3 N sets of bits. This property, a kind of ultra-dense 'pipe-lining', is clearly very advantageous for certain problems such as numerical integration in which the same function must be applied to many inputs. In general if an algorithm which is n gates 'deep' must be repeated m times, then a simple computer will take time of order nm, but the cellular computer will require only of order n + m repetitions of the update sequence (order n repetitions for the first answer to appear, then another appears with each subsequent repetition). This is explored later.
To implement a conditional update, we rely on a cell's transition energy ω being perturbed by the state of its neighbors: n distinguishable neighbors would divide ω into 2 n levels, each of which would be further split by the effect of the many non-neighboring cells.
In order to drive a transition in reasonable time we should address these sub-levels collectively, ie. in bands. We will obtain finite bands for any d-dimensional array if the range of the interaction energy g(r) is shorter than r We could use these unitary updates to describe a classical reversible cellular computer [14] , but instead we proceed to the general case of a cellular quantum computer (QC). Quantum computation is a relatively new paradigm which holds the promise of fundamentally superior performance [7, 18] . The implementation of the wire shown in Fig. 3(a) remains valid when we generalize the bits x i to 'qubits' x i = A|0 + B|1 , which would be represented by a pair of cells as A|00 + B|11 . One set of gates from which a general QC could be built consists of a number of one-qubit transformations, which can be thought of as quantum generalizations of the NOT gate, and a particular two-qubit gate called the control-not (CNOT) [19] . In Figs. 3(b) and (c) we show possible implementations for these gates. The following master sequence [20] , Therefore this sequence will drive a general QC formed from those components. Our earlier remarks, concerning the possibility of growing a regular array and subsequently programming it by setting cell types, apply equally well here. However since QC's will probably be built to attack very specific problems, programmability may be a less important feature.
The network shown in Fig. 3(c) is more dense that those of Fig. 1 and consequently the cell-cell interaction must be shorter range; simulation shows that r −4 suffices.
Previous QC proposals [7, 9] typically employ a simple periodic spatial topology (e.g. a 1-dimensional array of units) together with a complex irregular temporal sequence of operations. By contrast, the present scheme involves a complex, irregular spatial topology together with a simple, periodic temporal sequence. This alternative paradigm can offer advantages both in speed, due to many gate operations being performed simultaneously, and in the potential for dense 'pipe-lining'. We will now demonstrate the consequence of these features using the specific case of a quantum searching algorithm (QSA) [13] . Suppose that we have a list of N values and it is known that just one of them, x, satisfies some condition f (x) = 1. If we try to find this unique value by searching the list on a classical computer, the expected time to complete the task will be of order k 1 N, where k 1 is the time to evaluate the function f once [13] . If instead we have a QC such as an ion trap, we could use a QSA to find x in an expected time of order k 2 √ N, where k 2 is the time to perform one 'Grover iteration' (each Grover iteration calls for the function f to be evaluated once) [13] . Applying r Grover iterations to an initial state √ N for large N) iterations to maximize the amplitude, and then making a single measurement [13] . However, using our network QC with the strategy described below will reduce the expected time to below 3 k 2 3 k 1 N, where k 3 is the time to perform one Grover iteration on our cellular network. Typically we may expect k 3 as a function of N to be no worse than k 2 [22] ; for many functions f of interest k 1 ,k 2 and k 3 would all be merely logarithmic in N. In the following we will assume that N is large, so that θ ≈
The cellular network would be configured so that it implements only r Grover iterations, with r ≪ √ N. Then when we measure the output, we will obtain the desired x with only a small
. However, because of the pipe-lining effect explained above, after the first measurement we can make another independent measurement after each repetition of the update sequence. If one repeatedly makes independent attempts at some task, with each attempt having a probability of success ε, the expected number of attempts required to succeed is just 1 ε
. Thus the expected time to find x is k 3 r + N (2r+1) 2 k 1 (the k 1 factor accounts for the fact that we must apply f to each measured value to see if it is the desired x).
This expression is minimized by 2r + 1 = 3 4k −1 3 k 1 N (which for reasonable k 1 /k 3 satisfies our original assumption that r ≪ √ N ), the minimum being
interesting to note that if we are satisfied with only matching the speed of the simple QC, then our network need implement only r ∼ 4 √ N Grover iterations. This is important since it means that coherence need only be maintained over a vastly smaller number of steps (recall that there is no quantum entanglement 'along' the pipe line, ie. in Fig. 3 the sets of variables with different subscripts are independent). Finally we note that for the related problem of a list containing t solutions, all of which we wish to find, the performance comparison can be even more dramatic (taking t of order 3 √ N , if the simple QC requires time k 2 S then our network QC requires only time 2k 3 √ S, neglecting logarithmic factors [14] ).
We now mention two potential physical realizations of the cell. The first is a bistable double quantum-dot driven through its internal states by laser pulses. This structure is fully described in Ref. [5] , here we will simply remark on its features. The device is bistable and can be switched either by pumping (which would implement our irreversible updates of form proposed by Kane [23] . In this scheme, the cells are the spin- nuclei of 31 P impurity atoms embedded in Si and subject to an external magnetic field. The exponential form of the effective interaction between the nuclei is shorter than r −4 and so is suitable for the QC scheme presented here. The interaction is not diagonal in the computational basis [23] , however when we introduce the principle of adjacent cells being of different types, the effect of the off-diagonal terms disappears [14] . A cell's type would be determined by electrostatic gates just as in the original proposal, however the second set of gates ('J gates') are not needed.
In 
